craftsmanship is in our dna
We’re a family-owned company, spanning 100 years and five
generations of Perlick family members who are dedicated
to providing the industry’s highest quality commercial and
residential refrigeration. Every Perlick refrigerator is built to

24” c-series
indoor refrigerator

24” c-series
indoor beer dispenser

24” c-series
indoor beverage
center

24” c-series
outdoor refrigerator

exacting standards to meet strict commercial regulations,
which means you can be confident that your Perlick is built to
last under even the heaviest usage.

We’ve mastered the art of balancing innovation and
craftsmanship. You can trust Perlick to provide precision
temperature control and build every unit with the finest

Performance Demanded by Professionals.
The Craftsmanship You Deserve.

features and materials.

24” c-series
indoor wine reserve

low-e, uvresistant coated
glass

full extension,
pullout shelving

2” thick foamedin-place
insulation

24” c-series
outdoor beer dispenser
All models available with
stainless steel or wood overlay
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PERLICK | C-Series
undercounter refrigeration

which refrigeration
system do you trust?
the most innovative
refrigeration system
in the industry

PERLICK RAPIDCOOL
FORCED-AIR REFRIGERATION

Perlick has refrigeration down to a science. With a century’s worth
of experience in designing, engineering, and manufacturing bar
and beverage refrigeration for the commercial market, we’ve
mastered the art of building cutting edge refrigeration systems that
balance power and precision.

It’s why Perlick is preferred brand of the finest bars, restaurants
and stadiums to keep food, beverages and wine at the perfect

AIR IS BLOWN WITH A POWERFUL
FAN THROUGH THOUSANDS OF
ALUMINUM FINS, PROVIDING
SUPERIOR COOLING

COMPETITOR COLD PLATE
REFRIGERATION

temperature and ready for optimal enjoyment.

7x

stainless steel interiors
form + function
Every Perlick cabinet, including C-Series models, feature
stainless steel interiors. Not only are they beautiful, they serve
an important purpose. Stainless steel provides a nonporous,

Perlick’s refrigeration system boasts 7x the
cooling surfaces compared to a cold plate,
resulting in the industry’s fastest temperature
pulldown and unmatched temperature
consistency.

sanitary interior that resists odor and stains unlike plastic. It
also offers durability that plastic simply can’t match. It’s why
AIR IS BLOWN OVER A THIN
ALUMINUM SHEET KNOWN AS A
COLD PLATE

bars and restaurants demand stainless steel equipment –
you deserve the same quality in your home.

